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The LCD Lower Limb Policy Comment Period has Closed
AOPA members and Their Patients Submitted over 5000 Comments
AOPA submitted 43 pages of comments on the draft policy, and over 5070 comments were
submitted through AOPAvotes.org and the patient postcards sent to members.
AOPA organized a patient rally of 150 amputees at HHS headquarters and requested to meet with
CMS officials, which led to a productive meeting of CMS top officials, AOPA and other
stakeholders. Four AOPA representatives gave statements at the DME MAC open meeting. Over
350 news stories were generated from these efforts! Read about all of the August 26th events and
the news articles here.
AOPA also waged a public relations campaign, partnered with physician groups, met with CMS
officials (in addition to the meeting at the rally), challenged the absence of scientific data, among
other efforts. Read a summary of AOPA's actions here.

AOPA Develops Ads on the "Prosthetic Glass Ceiling"
Consider Sharing AOPA's Print Ad on Your Website
The recent draft LCD experience made us all keenly recognize how
prone payers are to place barriers to discourage amputees from receiving
advanced lower limb prosthetics. AOPA developed two advertising
messages around the concept of "The Prosthetic Glass Ceiling" to
illustrate these payer efforts that are creating an environment where
amputee patients can "see" new, improved prosthetic limbs, and
advanced technologies that improve mobility, independence and quality
of life, but can hardly ever get to secure these new enhanced prosthetic
limbs. The print message ran in the Washington Post and The Hill, and
the video ran on news programs in Washington, DC.
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Now you can do your partyou can access the AOPA TV/broadcast
"Glass Ceiling" message and post it on social media. You can spread
the word on both the APA TV/broadcast and print messages by providing
a link to the Mobility Saves page where both of these messages are
displayed.

AOPA Continues to Fight Proof of Delivery Requirements
DME MAC Proposal Would Require Serial Numbers for Proof of Delivery
AOPA has continued to fight the February 12, 2015 DME MAC requirements on Proof of Delivery
which would require serial/model numbers. The proposal exceeds CMS statutory authority, as only
the FDA can require medical device labels. A similar battle was fought and won in 2011 when
PDAC attempted to require model/serial numbers. This requirement was withdrawn early in 2012 in
response to earlier AOPA petition. Read the request to CMS here.

AOPA Debuts ICD10 Bridge
Members Only Benefit to Aid in Transition from ICD9
On October 1, 2015, the nation switches from ICD9 to ICD10 coding for medical diagnoses and
inpatient hospital procedures. AOPA has partnered with the Coding Institute to provide an ICD10
conversion tool to AOPA members. This free membership benefit allows you to quickly find a
corresponding ICD10 code(s) simply by typing in any ICD9 code.
Read the O&P Almanac article, "Prepare Now for the ICD10 Transition" authored by AOPA
Director of Coding and Reimbursement Services, Education, and Programming Joe McTernan,
that may be helpful in understanding how the ICD 10 transition will apply to O&P. Access the
conversion tool here.

DME MAC Updates at the National Assembly
Two Separate Panel Discussions Plus Availability in the Exhibit Hall
Two representatives from each of the four DME MACs will be available in the exhibit hall to
answer your questions throughout the AOPA National Assembly. Additionally they will participate
in two separate panel discussions: 20132014 CERT Errors and Medicare Documentation
Requirements & DME MAC Medicare Update Session. Check out the preliminary program and
learn more about the Assembly now.
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